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Pikes Peak Highway. Enjoy Pikes Peak at your leisure on the safe, scenic Pikes Peak Highway. Encounter some of the
most breathtaking scenery in the world as you wind your way through an alpine wonderland, mountain reservoirs,
beyond timberline, overtaking the clouds all along the way to the 14, foot summit of America's most famous mountain.

This was our first ascent of the mountain while staying at Barr Camp. Manitou Springs is a tourist town. It is
located just west of Colorado Springs. After about 4 miles, exit onto Manitou Ave. Go west on Manitou Ave
toward Manitou Springs. The tourism is everywhere. Go up the steep paved hill to parking for the Barr Trail.
The Barr Camp site keeps hikers updated on the parking. From the west end of the parking lot start on the Barr
Trail. There are a few signs at the trailhead, one a serious warning sign. A few steps beyond the warning sign
is the 13 miles to the summit sign. It is odd that the warning sign says the mileage is So the moral is, the signs
are good for general information, but they may not be accurate. To help keep hikers from shortcutting, a fence
lines the trail as it climbs the exposed slope. Please stay on the trail. After a few switchbacks, the trail
traverses a long slope to the southwest. From the junction switchback at 7, feet, the trail turns and heads in a
general direction back to the north. After about a quarter of a mile the switchbacks return. The trail climbs
through 11 switchbacks before reaching 7, feet and the Incline Access. Sorry, but we do not have a picture of
the access point. The access is 1. Leaving the Incline Access, the trail traverses back to the south for almost a
quarter of a mile. The hiker shown below nears the end of the traverse. Turning to the west the trail climbs
through even more switchbacks. About a mile further the trail comes to the Passage a. The trail weaves
through a group of boulders with rocks overhead. I am not sure if the overhead rocks should be classified as an
arch, bridge, or what, but regardless, it is an identifiable feature. The Passage is 1. Leaving the Passage it is.
Along the way the trail passes a tunnel large pipe used to divert water. The Junction is three miles from the
Trailhead. Oh, there are two trail signs at the junction. The photo below is of the sign on the side trail. We
have seen water in the creek in June, July and September on our three trips. The trail crosses the creek. No
Name Creek is 3. From the Creek, the trail begins to climb and once again through switchbacks. Stay right or
straight. The switchbacks end in. From the top of the climb, the trail levels out and even goes downhill a bit.
Then, naturally the climbs return. This point is 4. Not long after the 7. Maintaining the contour, the trail
traverses for a while and then climbs steeper before reaching the rock outcrop, Lighting Point,. Leaving the
views from Lightning Point are difficult, but Barr Camp is only one mile away. Cross a small footbridge in. A
small creek runs a short distance off the trail to the left south. There are a couple of places where the creek is
very close, but there is also a great creek at Barr Camp to collect water for filtering. The junction is 5. The
distance to Barr Camp is more like. The trail does climb over feet in elevation and most of it in one short,
steep section. On reaching a small trail bench, it is. The fence, shown below, is part of the Camp. Barr Camp
is 6. Stopping at the Camp makes for an easier day and it is just fun. Even if day hiking, plan on stopping,
filtering water, chatting with the caretakers Renee and Anthony , signing the log, and watching with envy the
lucky folks who are staying the night at the camp. The food, accommodations, and hospitality really are that
good. Back on the trail, a trail junction is a short distance beyond the Camp. The side trail goes to Elk Park
and is an alternative approach to Barr Camp. Back to climbing, the trail starts a general trend to the north as it
rises feet to 10, feet at the junction of Bottomless Pit Trail. A sign makes this junction obvious. The junction is
1 miles from Barr Camp and 7. After returning south on a long leg of the Bottomless Pit Junction count the
switchbacks, the fourth one is one mile from the Bottomless Pit Trail junction. The switchback is fairly
noticeable by all the boulders, but there are many other boulders, so it may be best to count the turns. The
Timberline A-frame shelter is in an opening to the south left of the trail. The A-frame is a camping shelter
available on a first come first served basis. Water is available from a creek at the site. The shelter is 9. The
shelter is at about 11, feet. A short distance, through a switchback, is the 3 Mile Trail Sign. The sign gives a
good estimate on the mileage but the elevation is nearly feet too low. Above the A-frame the trail crosses the
tree line and enters the Alpine Tundra. The views are spectacular. Roberts age 88 years died at timberline after
her fourteenth ascent of Pikes Peak. Many switchbacks climb the slope toward a point near the Northeast
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Ridge. The final switchback of the set is reached at. The 2 Mile Trail Sign is also at the switchback. After
almost reaching the Northeast Ridge, the trails turns and heads south. Climbing almost feet the trail traverses
the entire East Face of the Peak. There are a few short switchbacks on the. Finally, across the long traverse,
the trail comes to an overlook. The view is into the Cirque, a chasm to the south of the East Face, but this is
not the official viewpoint. Continue on past two more switchbacks to arrive at the 1 Mile Trail Sign. From the
1 mile sign the trail returns to the edge of the chasm and the official Cirque Viewpoint. The final mile is
memorable. The trail climbs through switchbacks across the slope back to the north and then returns to the
south. One more switchback leads the trail once again to the north and to the start of the Golden Stairs,. There
are supposed to be 16 Golden Stairs. The short switchbacks are a nice change from the earlier, long sweeping
traverses. A plaque for Fred Barr, the builder of the trail, is located on a boulder. The plaque is 12 miles from
the trailhead. A few more switchbacks and another traverse to the south and the trail reaches the Summit Trail
Sign, just before crossing the Cog Railway tracks. The total distance from the trailhead in Manitou Springs is
The trail ends on the summit plateau, but there is still plenty of walking to be done. Visiting the Summit
House, the large viewpoint, and the actual summit adds to the overall mileage. A few more photos The
Summit House, a souvenir shop and restaurant A summit sign And finally the view 7, feet of elevation gain in
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You'll drive a stunning 19 miles up Pikes Peak, beginning at 7, feet and ending at the top of the 14,foot summit. It's one
of North America's most visited mountains. Keep your eyes peeled for bighorn sheep, elk, deer and yellow-bellied
marmots.

With each passing day, we took on a new adventure and explored more. After you experience a Jeep Tour you
simply realize that driving yourself would NOT be as good of a tour. A quintessential of any destination
experience is knowing how to tackle it and explore, I got you! Here are some tips for Visiting Pikes Peak
Summit you want to keep tucked away, so when you visit you are prepared. I am definitely an adventure
junkie, even with a fear of heights I survived the 14,foot elevation! I love when I find an adventure that lets me
visit an area and truly grab and hold onto wanderlust. Epic in its own right, Pikes Peak is just one part of the
adventure, but the getting there and back are more! Jeeps are made for the terrain, the mountains, the
challenges, etc. Last, when you descend your brakes will not heat if you are driving in L or low range. We
noted that Jeeps were doing better than most. How do I know that? We sat in a line at Glen Cove and there
was a Ranger testing brake temperatures. Excessive brake heat causes brake failure. Rangers have the right to
pull you over and ask you to stop until your brakes cool. Why would you store a phone while you drive?
Additionally, you want to drink, all that you can on the way up and yes there are plenty of bathroom options
along the way not talking about watering the bushes either! Pikes Peak highway is 2 lanes big, one lane up and
one lane down. There are hairpin turns, very limited pull-off spaces during the ride up and down, making it
tough to just get out and see. You gotta know where to go, and this is why I suggest Jeep Tours. The pressure
is off you and onto the company, which I highly suggest. Make sure the company you hire has newer Jeeps
and that they are reliable, and that is ALL I am going to say. Truly it is easier to let them do the driving and
you just sit back. Pack Those Liquids Bring a cooler, and stash it in the nice back cargo space of your Jeep.
Make sure to pack a jacket for the change in climate as well as your snacks. You will get hungry as you go
because you can not speed and you can expect the ride up to be at least 1 hour and the ride back the same if
not longer due to low gear and the roads. Last, once at the top, there is shopping, food, and scenery, so it takes
you a bit of time to get back and forth. If there are a lot of people, count on more time, so overall 3 hours or
more. It is truly dependant on the day you go and the number of tourists. You will crave those travel photos on
the way up and down. Does it freak you out because it did me! For instance, look at this road, it kind of just
disappears, and the driving is not for the light-hearted. It is a challenge all the way up, believe it or not. The
sides are often without guard rails and there is oncoming traffic. When you realize what is NOT next to you, it
might make a larger impact than you can imagine. The reservoir is beautiful. Also, there are prime photo spots
as well as bathrooms, and this is a good place to do what you gotta because the next one is a bit further up!
The terrain here is slippery so if you do not have hiking boots or tennis shoes with solid bottoms, you will
slide. I mean it seems to be the norm. In fact, you might even have heard that Big Foot has been seen at Pikes
Peak. No surprises then right? Of course, just because you think that he is not real, you better think again. We
tracked Big Foot from the base of the summit to the top and then this happenedâ€¦. Summit House Woot
Woot! We made it, the drive up is nothing, well, it is something but we are here and we are safe! Just in case
you are curious, the image below my feet is when we go back to the base and look back up at where we were
at. There are cliffs, with huge rocks and on really clear days you can see 5 states, but that did not happen for
us. We got rolling clouds which is just as well with me! Which leads me to the Summit House stop. In fact,
here we are at 14, feet! So stop, let your head balance out, I got dizzy and needed just a minute to let it pass.
For a moment I felt like someone was crushing my head then as quickly as it came it passed. However, use
caution because the altitude could incapacitate you when looking over the edge and you could fall I am being
totally serious. I may not seem like I am totally over the top, but remember, I am so afraid of heights and
behind me are heights and a cliff and whatever else I refused to look down at. However, Where Niko Travels
took it to a whole new level and totally took advantage of me not being able to keep with him totally a teen
thing. I was not the only mom a wreck that my kid took off, but we all survived! Just one step at a time and
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you will be able to really explore the summit and that is where you will spend your time. The Gift Shop Of
course, there is a gift shop. The gift shop has some fairly priced deals and a few photos opps built in. Also, in
the back, there are bathrooms if you have been doing the old chug a lug with water all the way up. There are
donuts, and they are really greasy and good. And down it went into my belly with more water of course!
Famished from the views, this was an ideal snack! You can get yours right in the Summit House! Trust me
you will smell them before you see them. Let me add that the donuts were nut free, and the fryer was free of
x-contamination, beyond that I can not tell you anything about allergen-friendly, because it fit our needs! Do
inquire, cause total yum here. Stopping On The Way Down You might think you saw it all on the way up, but
the views on the way down are super awesome too! Where Niko Travels always defies and takes it all in, and
once again he did it here! How can you beat that background? Well, you can take another picture with your
kids! Remember this is a trip to remember so snap those photos, stuff up your IG feed and live in the moment,
I certainly did! Getting too close is Never a good idea, but realistically it is not challenging to capture great
photos. So snap them, IG them and share them with your friends and family. Just know that there is no service
unless you are at the top or very bottom of Pikes Peak! Want to know more about Pikes Peak? Enjoy your
adventure and hang on tight, the hairpin turns will get you! Lavishly live travel out loud!
Chapter 3 : Attractions - Manitou Springs Chamber of Commerce
Lives and writes at the foot of Pikes Peak. The Hornbek Homestead was preserved for posterity once the National Park
Service acquired the land that is now part of the Florissant Fossil Beds National Monument.

Chapter 4 : The Wines of Colorado
Here are some Interesting Tidbits on Pikes Peak: Pikes Peak is NOT the highest mountain in Colorado. It is 31st out of
the 54 mountains in the state over 14, ft, the highest being Mt. Elbert at 14, ft.

Chapter 5 : Lone Duck Campground | Home
Pikes Peak is one of the most popular attractions in Colorado Springs. See if from Garden of the Gods or via the Pikes
Peak Cog Railway or Pikes Peak Highway. Visitors to the area have several options for experiencing the iconic 14,foot
peak's soaring heights, from a drive up its windy (but safe!) highway to a ride on the cog railway.

Chapter 6 : The Restaurant | The Wines of Colorado
Manitou Springs is located in El Paso County, Colorado with a population of 4, It is 6,' above sea level and
encompasses 3 square miles between Pikes Peak and the Garden of the Gods.

Chapter 7 : Pikes Peak - Wikipedia
Located on one of Colorado's highest mountains, Summit House Restaurant serves diners their world-famous donuts at
a 14,foot altitude. Even with the high altitude at the top of Pikes Peak, the.

Chapter 8 : Food Network UK | TV Channel | Easy Recipes, TV Shows and Videos | Food Network UK
Pikes Peak- America's Mountain and the entrance to the Pikes Peak Highway are located West of Colorado Springs in
Cascade. Follow these directions or enter Pikes Peak Highway, Cascade, CO into your GPS or Phone.

Chapter 9 : tanja britton â€“ Lives and writes at the foot of Pikes Peak
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Pikes Peak is the highest summit of the southern Front Range of the Rocky Mountains, in North blog.quintoapp.com
ultra-prominent 14,foot (4, m) fourteener is located in Pike National Forest, 12 miles (19 km) west of downtown Colorado
Springs, Colorado.
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